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“Many investors and analysts think that all-time high equity
valuations are justified by record low interest rates and
unprecedented quantitative easing. Do you agree andwhy?

Piotr Palenik
PortfolioManager, Opoka TFI

If we believe that DCF model reflects underlying value of business, then low cost of capital
"justifies" high earnings multiples or generally "valuations". And low interest rates usually
result in low cost of capital. The question is: which rates? I know that there are different views
on this subject but I personally think that long-term cash-flows (especially terminal values)
shouldbediscountedwith long-termyields.US30-yearbondyields used tobe in range2.5%-3.5%
over last decade and now we are not far away from this (c2.3%). So I do not agree that current
interest rates "justify" current valuations. All in all, I do not believe that record low short-term
rates justify value of long-term businesses. It is like speculation on yield curve steepness i.e. for
most of the time it seems to be very smart but at the end of the day you fail due to maturity
mismatch.

Tomáš Pfeiler, CFA
PortfolioManager, Cyrrus

Frompurelymathematical perspective, such anargumentmight look reasonable. The lower the
discount rate (all else equal), thehigher is the company’s value. However,we cannot completely
ignore interdependencies among financial variables. Ultra-low rates are a symptom of an
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anaemic economic growth. So, theywould imply subpar EPS growth, another important driver
of corporate valuations. Monetary policy itself would not be sufficient to elevate valuations to
recent levels. Fiscal policy proved more potent. Recent government stimuli triggered
exceptionally strong economic rebound. I believe the repricingof the economic growthhas been
the most important factor behind the upward move in valuations this year. Current situation
resembles a regime of fiscal dominance. Policymakers obviously deny such a regime shift
occurred and they argue that both monetary and fiscal stimuli are temporary. So, they will
probably not trigger a new era of persistently higher EPS growth. Therefore, it would be
tremendously difficult to justify such frothy valuations.

Čestmír Riesenfeld
Head of Analysts, PP AssetManagement

If we do a valuation by traditional valuation methods like valuation multiples (e.g. P/E, P/BV,
P/S), we see prices at maximums. Price to earnings valuationmultiple of S&P 500 index reaches
37 dollars per dollar of earnings. This value was surpassed only in the dotcom bubble crisis and
the financial crisis in 2008 for the past 90 years. Global equity market capitalization to global
GDP ratio (known as Buffett Valuation Indicator) also reaches historical highs.
On theotherhand, global equitymarket capitalization toglobalmoney supply ratio only slightly
exceeds the long-term average. Similarly, there is a clear correlation between big-techs and the
balance sheet of FED in recent years. This is the direct impact ofmonetary expansion.
The indirect impact is caused by low interest rates. Low interest rates reduce debt cost of firms
and also stimulate the real estatemarket. Lower lend rates cause easier access to bank financing
and this moneywill eventually end up in the capitalmarket.
I share the view the capital market is in the “rational” bubble that was inflated by monetary
expansion of central banks (QE and low interest rates). I think traditional valuationmethods do
not workwell in non-traditional environment caused by dovish policies.

Richard Pokorný
Head of CapitalMarkets,MiddleCap

We believe there is a reasonable chance interest rates will increase soon due to inflationary
pressures and unprecedented monetary policies. Supply chain bottlenecks, rising input costs,
record commodity prices present a material inflation risk. It remains to be seen, whether
inflation will be a short-term or long-term event, but we cannot rule out long-term elevated
inflation scenario. It is therefore necessary to incorporate higher discount rates into valuation
estimates. These factors alonewill putmany equities in overvalued scenario, especially those in
growthbucketwithhighvaluationmultiples.Current supportivemonetarypolicieswith record
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amount of consumer savings in combination with pent-up demand are pro-inflationary as well
and should support higher interest rates in the future.

Jan Záhumenský
Investment Analyst, Sirius Investiční Společnost

That is, unfortunately, true. However,marketswill be dancing (high valuations) only as long as
music (low interest rates, QE) keeps playing. That is why there is so much attention being
focused on central banks, which have, in a sense, turned capitalmarkets into a Ponzi scheme, as
no one wants to get left behind when the money stop flowing. There is tremendous amount of
systematic risk across all traditional asset classes (namely tail correlation). There are still ways
how to profit frommarkets without taking these extensive risks, but the easy money has been
alreadymade, so I would recommend investors looking into alternative investment strategies.

TomAndreHuseby
Fixed-IncomeHigh-Yield Sales, Pareto Securities

I think it is natural to believe that, in order not to make it too complicated and to summarize.
With low interest rates WACC becomes low as a consequence, which on paper should lead to
higher earnings and valuation. Coupled with massive money flow into the market, you get a
cascadingwaterfall effect from interest rates, down through sovereign bonds, corporate bonds,
equity and at the end growth stocks.
We are certainly observing exciting times, aswe are collectively trying to reach the Paris climate
goal which will encompass and necessitate a wave of new investments and focus on enabling
further growth. This growth will happen and naturally develop as we see tectonic shifts in the
global demographics with amiddle class swelling to new highs over the next decades.
As a consequence of the deemed investments needed and cheap access to capital these days there
is a lot of "shooting for the moon" investors in the market. End game will be a lot of tears and
some names that will rightly deserve their perceived high valuation and become the winners of
the next decade.
With all the above taken into consideration, I do believe global equities are fairly valued. And a
new level ofmultiples are justified.
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Ondřej Koňák
PortfolioManager, Partners

I would say that high equity valuations are really justified by record low interest rates but only
to certain extent as low interest rates impact equity prices positively in the long term.
Nevertheless, I see more factors behind, impacting the equity prices in a positive way in the
short term. Some of them are traditional like portfolio rebalancing that means simply hunting
for higher yield (buying equities at the expense of low yielded fixed income). But some of them
are linked to digitalization of global economy, ongoing trend that has to be bear in mind when
comparing valuations to historical norms. That means for example higher multiples of global
equity indices because of higher share of technology companies or increasing attractiveness of
equities among retail investors due tomany on line platforms and affordability of information.
All these factors contribute to higher equity prices and have to be considered when making
investment decisions.

Pavel Kopeček
Portfolio Manager, ČSOBAssetManagement

Risk free rate is an important input in common cash flow discounting models; thus, it has a
direct impact on valuation. Moreover, the current equity risk premium does not deviate much
from its long-term historical levels. For reference, I can recommend Aswath Damodaran
university blog.Therefore, I agreewith the statement.However, I believe it is not theonly effect
bringing higher valuation today. Current world is dominated by companies with low capital
intensity and much higher margins compared to the long-term history, which would justify
higher multiples regardless of bond yields. There are also technical factors like R&Ds of
innovative companies and risingvalue of intangibles, bothnot verywell capturedbyaccounting
principles. And even though, there are always irrational excesses in the market, I believe that
majority of themarket is correctly discounting true profitability and its outlook.

Tomáš Tyl
Senior Financial Analyst, Fichtner

Inmyhumble opinion, we are not at all-time high valuations. Equity valuations during dot com
bubble or Japanese bubble were much higher. Moreover, current earnings are still affected by
last year pandemic situation. If the recovery continues, it means that equities are cheaper than
numbers show us now.
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We couldn’t just compare today valuations with long term history. Stocks partly look more
expensive due to change in accounting standards, which has been revised multiple times in
history. Above that there is significant rise of intangible assets which are still accounted
differently than tangible assets.
Stocks aren’t cheap of course. They are expensive but due to monetary expansion (which have
longer effect) prices could still rise significantly in next years.
Interest rates are important for measuring relative attractiveness. Professor Shiller start using
equity riskpremiumoverbonds forvaluating stockmarket. I completely agreewithhis attitude.
Because of low interest rates, bonds are extremely overpriced.And it showsus that stock are still
relatively attractive in comparisonwith bonds.

Miloš Lang
Co-Owner Pech& Partneři – Investment Advisory Services in the Czech Republic

Not at all. Many investors play all-in and bet only on earnings growthwhichmust be very solid
and consistent. I am really scared about earnings growth in next years because the base for the
calculation will change. Low interest rates and quantitative easing are the reason of unusual
equity growth in last decades. There is a clear negative correlation between equity indexes and
interest rates. Remember March 2020, FED hiking in 2018 and S&P double digit loses in the
following few months. Remember Lehman Brothers and remember dot-com followed by 11
September 2001. In thesedays anewera of unprecedented low interest ratesmultiplied by cheap
mortgages just starting.
From the short term perspective, massive stimulus could help in unexpected situation like
pandemic (Covid-19).
But from the long term perspective, low interest rates help to market inefficiency. Large
companies are larger. Small companies are either smaller or unprecedentedly larger but usually
without earnings. Corporate and government debt is higher and last but not least low interest
rates are reason of growing leverage debt – fuel and poison of equity market together. Time to
timewe can see something incredible like Tesla withmore than 670 PERatio. Low interest rates
andunprecedentedquantitative easingmystified investors and leading theminto abubble.Only
few of them is able to find a real value which could help them survive when the shadows come
back.
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Štěpán Pírko
Managing Director & Chief Investment Officer, Bohemian Empire

When we look at the famous chart, which shows the S&P 500 stock index and the amount of
money created by global quantitative easing, we are immediately shocked by the fact that these
two lines have almost identical trajectory. Inmyopinion, there is no doubt that QE and very low
interest rates support the growth of asset markets. There are many channels through which
money flows into the markets. Large companies borrow trillions of dollars with almost no
interest, and a lot of that money is used for stock buybacks. Most fundamental stock valuation
models use the interest rate as the denominator. An interest rate close to zero, assumed over a
long period of time, can justify almost any share price. But such an assumption is very risky. At
the moment, we can see inflationary pressures from both the supply and demand sides.
Although central bankers are working hard to convince us that these forces are temporary,
many are not. For example,wage growth inAsia or the effects of changes in global supply chains
due to the Covid pandemics. Central banks will do whatever it takes to suppress both short and
long ends of the yield curve as long as possible. However, there is a high risk of losing credibility
when inflation exceeds interest rates significantly or for a longer time. When rates adjust to
higher levels of inflation, this will be amajor challenge for all asset classes.

RadimDohnal
Investor

I agree. My explanations are the following. QE is unprecedented in almost all developed
countries and followed by unprecedented fiscal stimulus (one also need to add fiscal stimulus on
EU level as well). Also need to remind there is more hedge funds, special investment funds e.g.
SICAV and general public focused more into stocks than we have seen in GFI. And all of them
have access to leverage.
Theflip coin of thismove is an emerging inflationwhich can soon bring era of extra low interest
rate to a swift end.Need to remind that part of this inflation is being imported fromChinawhich
does not participate onQE thatmuch and part of inflation is due to supply disruptions. Thatwill
not force central banks to change the policy but will just postpone hikes.
I also would like to stress that weight of FAANG, Tesla and TOP10 stocks in SP500 is also
unprecedented high.Multiples of older industries are not that unprecedented.
This time will not be different but just due explanations above this can last a bit longer or the
multiples will be even higher.
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Matúš Strážnický
Investor

Low rates and QE are at the beginning. They channel their effect to high equity valuations via
two transmissionmechanisms.Thefirst is the FOMOeffect (fear ofmissing out). Investors spill-
through asset classes in search of anymeaningful alpha.We see spikes from speculative crypto,
through commodities, ending up in real assets. There is still enormous demand and it pulls
prices higher. And that has a name – Demand Pulled Inflation.
The coronavirus crisis hit the world and markets are receiving wide-ranging signals. Pressure
on the labor force (with some jobs might never return), disturbance in manufacturing (recent
chip shortages supposedly to last for several years), cost increases, supply lines stretched, etc.
This is Cost (Supply) Pushed Inflation.
In close pursuit after low-interest rates and QE come the inflationary pressures. But those will
be only “transitory”, and valuations will revert to the mean (wherever that is). No need to be
afraid ofmissing out.


